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Description

VANDEN EECKHOUDT - CREYF
ARCHITECTES
Vanden Eeckhoudt-Creyf was founded in 2005, we are based
in Brussels.
We are making projects and programs with different scales,
from social to cultural, of the annex to the housing project, we
work between public and private commissions, mainly in
Belgium but we have some experience abroad.
Our production is fueled by the creation in the diversion of
constraints, be they budgetary, regulatory, programmatic and
cultural.
Because it is important for us not to know in advance the
finality of project when we approach it, we try to integrate these
constraints up almost without distinctions of priorities.
Eventually, we want to get the impression that the project took
shaped a bit alone, and thus finds its legitimacy and its
uniqueness while we would not have completely mastered its
materiality and its aesthetics.
"A goal is not always what we must achieve, it is often a goal
that motivates our actions. "Bruce Lee.
Our goal - in each of our projects regardless of scale, is the
architectural concept, ensuring the consistency and the
radicalism of the project.
Nicolas Vanden Eeckhoudt and Laurence Creyf

Creation

2005

Associates

Nicolas Vanden Eeckhoudt
Laurence Creyf

Awards

> Grand Prix d'architecture de Wallonie 2021 - Prix du
patrimoine (projet Graty)
> Commerce design brussels - winner + prix Gaël maison
(projet Standard pizza)
> Trophée Benelux galvanisation à chaud 2017 - 1er prix
(projet Berceau)
> Prix d?architecture contemporaine d'Uccle 2016 - 1er prix
(Projet Jongen)
> Commerce design Brussels 2016 - winner + Public's choise
(projet Berceau)
> Concours acier 2016 - nominé (Projet Berceau)
> Prix Horta 2016 - mention (projet Berceau)
> Concours acier 2015 - nominés (projet Jongen)

Publications
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Architecture Wallonie Bruxelles Inventaire #0
Inventaire #2
A+226, A+227
Les carnets du bois 03, 04
Bâtir à bon budget 2011
Belgium family style - éditions Paumes

rue d'Angleterre, 53
1060 Bruxelles
Tél : +32 497 45 82 87
info@vandeneeckhoudtcreyf.be
www.vandeneeckhoudtcreyf.be
OTHER PROJECTS :
Thomas project
- 2006 2008
- Bruxelles (Ixelles)
Music Hall bar - London
- 2004 2005
- London
House of Nicolas Vanden Eeckhoudt
- 2003 2005
- Bruxelles
Pizza project
- 2005 2009
- Linkebeek
MSSNDCLRCQ art gallery
- 2007 2008
- Bruxelles

http://www.wbarchitectures.be/en/architects/Vanden-Eeckhoudt---Creyf-architectes/76/

